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１．Introduction
　　Assessment of student English skil is a very complex area of study, with diferent 
methods and parameters, depending on the learner’s level, age, and the purpose of the testing. 
Tests may be broadly divided into two categories: （1） Macroscopic tests which seek to assess 
learner’s overal language/communication ability （skil）, or （2） smaler tests designed to test 
more specific areas of understanding （knowledge）. Tests may also be characterized by 
amount of subjectivity. If humans are involved in the grading process, there wil be an element 
of subjectivity. A rubric and/or careful specifications wil reduce this somewhat, but there is 
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a limit to how many specifications humans can remember as they listen to or read student 
work, and each criterion wil be somewhat subjectively applied. Of course, macroscopic tests 
are very useful, as evidenced by the import companies place on candidates’test scores, and 
how much students are wiling to pay. Research also shows that at least the TOEIC Speaking 
and Writing tests are reasonably stable （Qu et al）. Certainly, these tests are valuable for 
assessing language skils as they would be used at work or school. At the other end of the 
spectrum, multiple-choice or fil-in-the-blank tests have clear right and wrong answers. They 
are best suited for assessing student understanding of specific language details （knowledge）. 
These tests are necessary for assessing students’grasp of the basic building blocks of English, 
and are simple to mark and can often be easily marked by machine, but of course real-world 
communication is not like this at al. Various writing tasks or translating into English are more 
real-world, but marking them can become subjective again, since there is quite likely more 
than one way to correctly form an answer. This is further compounded by the ability of real-
life conversation partners to understand what the speaker means in spite of mistakes, and 
some speakers are able to creatively overcome their language deficiencies to successfuly 
communicate anyway （especialy in a face-to-face situation） by somehow providing enough 
information to communicate the information, or at least enough for the communication partner 
to hazard a guess, which can then be further clarified by the original speaker. This sort of 
creativity-enhanced communication technique is often used by travelers to a country with a 
diferent language who attempt to shop or ask for directions. Adding gestures and drawings 
can further improve communications speed and accuracy. Of course, the advantage of 
improving grammar and increasing vocabulary is that communications become smoother and 
more reliable the more grammar and vocabulary one can use. 
　　One more way to categorize tests and testing methods is by how much diagnostic 
information they provide, and about what. The choices looked at so far are either appropriate 
for high level assessment and diagnosis, where basic sentence-forming ability is assumed, 
（and there is little or no opportunity for diagnosis of problems at low level）, or require 
selection of a correct answer from a limited set of options, which checks understanding of a 
specific language detail without requiring the student to be able to integrate it with other 
details to make an actual useful sentence. The limited options of the test question control the 
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variables so that it is easy to come up with a number score, which is useful for assessing 
student progress, but it is somewhat artificial, as the question itself provides a lot of 
information not provided in real life conversations. 
　　Among the testing options we have not discussed yet are having students generate ful 
sentences in response to some stimuli, and marking them by hand. To simplify marking, one 
could give ful points for a perfect answer, and zero for any deviation; but as mentioned above, 
there are many kinds of mistakes which do not impair communication, or which are easily 
recoverable. It would be perfectly reasonable to award part marks in those cases, but if one 
has many tests to mark, maintaining consistency in the face of such a wide variety of partialy 
correct answers is a big chalenge, even if the same person marks al the tests. Tabulating data 
about the sorts of mistakes individual students make on each question would be more time 
consuming yet, and having multiple marking assistants at multiple locations would be even 
more chalenging.
　　One example of a method to partialy address this concern is to give a Japanese sentence 
as a stimulus, and provide the words of an English translation in a mixed up order. The task 
is to arrange the words in the correct order, and then （for example） the student would write 
down the second and fifth words on the test paper. Under this schema, the student could get 
zero points, one point （in two diferent ways）, or two points. There is some tolerance for 
mistakes and some credit can be given for partialy correct answers, but most of the 
information about the rest of the words and their relations is discarded, along with most of the 
diagnostic potential.
　　Testing using a communications task with a partner （successful completion of the task 
indicates that any errors made by either partner were corrected suficiently to enable 
completion of the task, and therefore indicate communicative competence on that point） is 
another useful testing technique, in addition to being good practice, but the limitation is that 
there is no diagnostic information about either low level grammar mechanics or about who 
made the mistakes, and who discovered them and how they corrected for them. There are a 
lot of uncontroled variables, which do not interfere with macroscopic assessment, but do 
make enough ‘noise’ to easily mask smal efects at a low level if used before and after a unit 
for assessment.
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　　Using some sort of artificial inteligence system might seem appropriate, and indeed there 
are systems used commercialy in which computers grade essays for the GRE or other high 
stakes tests, but there are definite problems so far, as studied by MIT’s Les Perelman and 
commented on by Orion Taraban （executive director of a tutoring company in San 
Francisco） as discussed in an NPR article （Smith）. Using AI would involve spending a lot of 
time training the system, and even after that, it is often unclear as to what exactly the AI 
program is responding to. And in any case, a one-number score does not provide any 
diagnostic information. 
２．The Problem I Propose to Address
　　In this paper, I propose a way to develop a computer program to test students’ basic 
sentence forming abilities in a communicative way. By “communicative” I mean two things: 
（1） It wil require students to generate sentences from scratch, which is what people must do 
in normal communications, and （2） the testing method wil be able to give partial marks for 
answers that are not fuly correct, in a consistent way. Communications involve mistakes, but 
listeners are able to tolerate a variety of mistakes; a communicative testing method should be 
able to distinguish an answer with ‘recoverable’ mistakes versus a completely uninteligible 
one. The idea of a ‘recoverable’ error in real life is dependent on many factors. In this paper, 
it wil be taken to mean an error in word order or auxiliary verb usage or other ideas 
developed below. To limit the length of the discussion, I wil use the simple present tense as 
our domain/area of assessment. It is hoped that other tenses and other complex and 
interrelated grammar points could be tested in a similar way.
　　This method is being developed to test the eficacy of a language practice dril technique 
that I have developed （which wil be the subject of a later paper）. The technique is designed 
to help learners （re） learn the basics of English sentence formation, and become 
fluent/automatic at that basic level. After working through the technique, student skil 
improvement was noticed informaly; the time taken to perform the dril became shorter as a 
function of repetition, and it was noticed that students in one class became able to correct their 
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own mistakes in writing that they had done prior to doing the dril practice. What I wanted 
was a more detailed method to see exactly what students could do or not do with regards to 
sentence forming skil; hard data from both before and after the dril. To that end, what I 
propose in this paper is a method somewhat similar to the re-arrange-the-words method 
discussed above, but having students enter al the words, selecting from a large pool of words 
and inflections, with many distractors, in order to make a sentence. 
　　The program would, in its limited domain, check for student understanding of basic 
mechanics of basic sentence formation, looking at such things as selection and placement of 
auxiliary verbs, proper placement of ‘not’ in negative formation, usage and placement of 
third person‘s’, and other grammar points, as outlined in section 5. It would also colect and 
organize data for each student about what they do or do not understand/use correctly. To 
further aid the teacher in spotting common problems, answers should be able to be divided 
into groups of similar mistakes. Teachers wil be able to make tests for the specific points they 
want to check for, and control the length of the test, to fit their needs. For grading purposes, 
a single-number score could also be generated.
　　It is hoped that this wil be a useful test for rapid formative or summative assessment of 
basic student English competence. It wil be machine-gradable like multiple-choice or 
matching questions, with the same advantages of quick turn-around time and ease for 
teachers. It wil also have the advantage of being able to test how wel students understand 
the whole picture of sentence formation, in a way that, until now, has required much more 
time to grade. Test problem design wil also be simplified. It is not necessary to think up 
credible but wrong options for each multiple-choice question, but merely prompts and/or 
sentences to translate. In this way, it wil be easy for teachers to tailor tests to their 
curriculum. 
３．Test Question Design and Format
　　The basic format of test questions is uniform throughout the test, as influenced by the 
input method discussed in section 4: 
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　         （subject）                                   （complement/object （if any））.
　　To avoid giving hints, blank length is uniform, as is the number of blanks. Not al blanks 
need to be filed. Changing the input method wil alow an arbitrary number of blanks/words 
to be used （as discussed in section 6）. The instructions to students can be of two kinds; In type 
（1） the subject and object are given along with instructions to form an afirmative sentence, 
a negative sentence, or a yes/no question. In this type of test problem, there is nothing to 
translate. If expanded to multiple tenses, hints as to tense such as ‘always’, ‘yesterday’, or 
‘right now’ can be given to check understanding of which tense is best. 
　Sample question （1）
31-35　（wearの正し形をつかって）肯定文（afirmative sentence）
         Nancy always                                    nice clothes.
（Note that ‘always’ is a hint to use the the present simple tense）.
　Instruction type （2） provides a Japanese sentence to translate into English.
　Sample question （2）
　46-50 Bennaはコーヒーを好きですか？
         Benna                                    cofee?
　　Only 2 problems are provided as an example here, but the scope envisioned for this 
method is present tense regular afirmative sentences, negative sentences, and yes/no 
questions. Additionaly, each of those three cases can have one of at least two diferent types of 
subjects: third person singular （he/she/it） and everything else （I/you/we/they）. That is six 
cases for regular verbs, and the “you/we/they” case needs to be separately checked if you are 
using the ’be’ verb, for another 9 cases, for a total of 15 questions to test every case in the 
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present tense. If included at a later stage, the past tense would require 3+6 questions to 
completely check and the present continuous would require another 9 questions to fuly check.
４．Input Method
　　The input method initialy used was based on students’ coding of their input choices on 
machine readable multiple-choice test papers. This method was chosen because students do 
not need a computer to write the test, and the questions can be of a wide variety. As the 
computer program is not complete, I wil refrain from rigorously evaluating test validity here, 
but informaly, the input method works, and when test questions as described in this paper 
were included as part of a final exam even the simple analysis method （in section 5 below） 
generaly gave good results for students who scored wel on the other part of the final exam, 
and low scores for students who did poorly. However, the input method is complex, and 
requires a lot of efort from students over and above using the English, and it is prone to 
serious errors. Therefore, a diferent input method wil be used as discussed in section 6. The 
original method is included for completeness immediately below in this section, but may be 
skipped. The analysis methods and goals, in section 5 below, wil be valid regardless of input 
method. 
　　The idea for the method grew out of the capabilities of ZipGrade, an inexpensive 
“Scantron”-like smartphone application （ZipGrade Top Page）. It uses the phone’s camera to 
scan a multiple-choice test paper, and compares it to a pre-entered answer key to give an 
instant score. There are many such applications, but this one is useful for two specific reasons 
（among others）;
（1.） It can read up to three circles per five circle set （one question）, as in Figure 1.
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　　This is very useful because instead of students having to choose from 5 options, now there 
can be up to 21 choices, （a b c d e, ab ac ad ae bc bd be cd ce de, abc abd abe acd ace ade） plus 
the option of leaving it blank. This reduces the chances of randomly selecting the correct 
answer, and gives more choices of words to use, thus increasing authenticity.
　　（2.） It wil export the contents of the student answers to a CSV file. There are a few 
formats available, including one in which the exact answers the students entered are al 
available if desired. This is useful because although the software is useful enough for everyday 
tests, the data can also be more deeply analyzed with a spreadsheet or other software.
　　Students complete the test by entering the codes for the words they wish to use selected 
from the ’Word Bank’（Table 1 below）, and entering the codes onto the multiple-choice sheet. 
The format of each question is the same: a blank in front of the subject （which is given）, and 
4 blanks between the subject and object, if any （as mentioned in section 3）. There can be more 
blanks per question, but to avoid confusion, it is useful to go up by fives. （Even so, it is easy 
to get confused）. That way, test problems wil folow the pattern of starting at position 1, 6, 11, 
16, 21 and so on, with one blank corresponding to one answer position on the mark sheet, as 
Figure 1: Examples of acceptable answers using ZipGrade.
 
Answer is ‘B’ 
  
Also acceptable: Answer is ‘BDE’ 
A B C D E
2
1
Table 1. ’Word Bank’（words and inflections students can use to make sentences, with their 
codes）
ᕥワࡵ࡟᭩࠸࡚ୗࡉ࠸ࠋ(enter blanks from the left)  
౑ࢃ࡞࠸ḍࡣ ࡞࡟ࡶ᭩࠿࡞࠸ࠋ (leave unused blanks blank) 
 not    is    am     are       has     have         do     does   ~s/es (does ௨እ㸧  did      ~ed      ~ing 
  A  B C D E AB AC AD          AE       BC   BD BE  
 
        you      to     how      who      wear      meet     come       watch     want         it 
        CD     CE    DE      ABC     ABD     ABE     BCD        BCE      BDE       CDE 
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added to sample question （1） below Table 1. In this manner, a 100-question form could test 20 
test problems/sentences.
　Sample question （1） with numbers added to specify test sheet positions 
　31-35  （wearの正し形をつかって）肯定文 （afirmative sentence）
　　　　         Nancy always                                    nice clothes.
　Blank：  31                32      33      34     35
５．Analysis Methods and Goals
　　After students complete the test, the answers wil be analyzed by the computer program. 
　　Of course, the easiest thing to analyze is the completely correct answer, which checks 
that each of the blanks is correctly filed and gives a point only if they are al correct. Next, 
partialy correct answers could be checked using a simple algorithm that gives points for each 
blank that has the correct word in it. However, that gives less diagnostic information, and a 
less ful picture of student understanding. 
　　A more complex algorithm is to look at how students form sentences, and extract pinpoint 
information as to what they do and don’t understand. Specificaly, what I want to check when 
testing student understanding of the present simple tense for example, would be
　（1.） Use of correct verb. Usualy this wil be simple, but teachers can write problems to test 
commonly confused verbs, for example ‘have’ vs ‘be verb’ e.g. “She is long hair.” or 
“She has cute.” or “She has a teacher” when talking about their occupation. 
　（2.） Presence/absence of third person ’s’（depending on subject and tense）.
　（3.） Proper placement of third person ’s’i.e. on the main verb or auxiliary verb （do） if there 
is one.
　（4.） Proper use of auxiliary verb ’do’.
　（5.） Proper selection of auxiliary verb. Present tense needs ’do’, but students often use a 
form of ’be’. Other tenses may require other verbs.
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　（6.） Proper placement of auxiliary verb.
　（7.） Correct placement and usage of ’not’.
　By breaking down student answers and checking many diferent points for each answer, 
and then tabulating the results, it wil be possible to understand exactly what students do and 
don’t understand, in which types of sentences. This can lead to more eficient instruction. For 
example, a student who often uses the wrong auxiliary verb in the correct position and case 
（i.e. negative or question） at least partialy understands usage of auxiliary verbs. The next 
step would be to help students understand which auxiliary verb to use. 
　　It wil also be possible for teachers to give positive feedback to students; it is encouraging 
for students to realize that they understand at least part of what they need to know. By 
looking at results for the class, and having the software group common mistakes, the teacher 
can easily decide which points are worth working on as a class, and which are better dealt 
with on a smal group or individual basis.
　　Here I wil present an outline for a method and computer program that wil be able to 
analyze sentences in the simple present tense, in questions, negatives, and afirmative 
sentences, in first, second, or third person, using the‘be’verb or selected regular verbs （with 
dictionary form not ending in‘s’or‘d’）. When generating a test question, the teacher wil enter 
the information as per Table 2, and the program wil look at a student’s answers and provide 
a detailed analysis, using various‘flags’that indicate correct or incorrect usage of various 
details of sentence construction and what they did correctly and incorrectly on each question, 
and use those flags to provide statistics to the teacher about their overal strengths and 
weaknesses. If used on a group of students, it wil provide information for the group organized 
by test question and overal group strengths and weaknesses.
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　We wil use sample 1 from above as an example.
　31-35  （wearの正し形をつかって）肯定文 （afirmative sentence）
         Nancy always                                    nice clothes.
　Blank:   31                 32     33      34      35
　If the code/mark sheet is used, the correct answer would be
　31-35  （wearの正し形をつかって）肯定文 （afirmative sentence）
　　　　         Nancy always   ABD      AE                      nice clothes.
　Blank:   31                  32      33      34      35
　Which, per Table 1 above, corresponds to 
　31-35  （wearの正し形をつかって）肯定文 （afirmative sentence）
　　　　         Nancy always   wear       s                       nice clothes.
　Blank:   31                 32      33      34     35
　　（A handwriting font used to signify that it is a student answer）.
　　From this point we wil use the words from the table versus the multiple-choice answers, 
for ease of visualization. Using Google forms or other software, input would be in the form of 
words with an arbitrary number of blanks before and after the subject. In this case the ‘s’ in 
the example above （or any other inflections） would be directly attached to the word before 
it, which we wil assume for the remainder of this outline. Whatever input method is chosen, 
it might be expedient to limit input to the contents of a box like Table 1, with a variety of 
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Table 2. Data to be Entered for Each Test Question
Problem type:    question, negative, affirmative 
Tense       :     present, (past) 
Subject     :    first (I),  (you/we/they), or 3rd person singular (he/she. . .) 
Verb        :    be, regular verb (not ending in s or d) 
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common words, inflections and auxiliary verbs; both the necessary ones and distractors.
Check 1: Perfect Answer
The computer would first of al compare the student answer to the correct answer,
         ∅, wears
∅, caled the ‘nul’character, is used to signify that the correct answer is a blank. The 
program wil look at two positions, before and after the subject. If they match, the program 
wil set the ‘perfect answer’flag and also other relevant flags indicating understanding, and 
go to the next question.
　　Check 2: Correct Main Verb Choice
　　If the answer is not perfect the program wil check for the presence of the correct main 
verb, setting a flag ‘chose correct main verb’if it finds a form of it. Usualy the choice wil be 
clear, but as mentioned above, some pairs are easy to confuse. Inflections are checked later. 
It would also check the main verb is entered after the subject, and set a relevant flag as 
appropriate.
　　Check 3: Question formation
　　Next, the computer goes on to check for a ∅ in the first position （before the subject）. If 
the test problem is not a question, as entered into the information box for that problem, that 
place should be empty. If it is empty, it implies that the student understands that the subject 
must come first and a flag would be marked as such. If the test problem is a question, the 
program would check for the presence of a auxiliary verb, mark a flag to indicate if there is, 
next it would check for the correct auxiliary verb （‘be’or‘do’）, setting flags as necessary. 
（third person‘s’would be analyzed later.）
　　Check 4: Negative formation
　　The program needs to check for proper usage of the negative （i.e. ‘not’）. It wil check the 
teacher-entered data about the test problem. If it is a negative, it wil ensure that‘not’is used 
once and only once. Flags would be set for ‘student did not use‘not’’,‘student used‘not’twice 
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or more’, or‘student used‘not’in an afirmative or question’as appropriate. Next it wil check 
placement. If the test question is a‘be’verb, the‘not’needs to come directly after the‘be’verb, 
or directly after‘do’/‘does’if it is not a‘be’verb’. Flags would be set for correct placement.  
Finaly, auxiliary verb usage would be tested for. Regular verbs would use‘do’in front of the 
‘not’, （third person ‘s’is checked for later） and a form of the‘be’verb also would be in front 
of the‘not’. Flags would be set for correct use, and also in case of incorrect use of ‘do’ in a 
‘be’ verb sentence. Note that it would simplify program construction if the contraction‘n’t’
were disalowed.
　　Check 5: Singular Third person‘s’
　　Next, the program could count incidents of third person‘s’. The easiest way to do this is 
to check how many times the final letter in each word is ‘s’, correcting for the presence of 
‘was’. （Note: It simplifies the program if no words from the selection box end in‘s’ in the 
dictionary form.） If the test problem uses the present tense, and a singular third person 
subject, the correct answer is 1. If it is one, it indicates the student correctly understand that 
a third person‘s’ would be necessary if this was a present tense. If the test problem does not 
have a singular third person subject, there should be no‘s’. Two words ending in‘s’ would 
indicate a problem in understanding as wel. If the test problem does not have a singular third 
person subject, there should be no‘s’.
　　Next, the program would need to check for placement of the third person‘s’. In an 
afirmative sentence, the‘s’belongs on the end of the main verb. In a negative sentence, it 
belongs on the auxiliary verb, in front of‘not’, and in a yes/no question it belongs on the first 
word in front of the subject. If the relevant condition is met, the appropriate spreadsheet flag 
‘understands placement of ‘s’ in afirmative/negative/question formation’would be set. 
Failing that, the program could check the main verb in a question/negative sentence, setting 
flags as appropriate. 
　　Check 6: Auxiliary Verb （Re）check and Final Check
　　Next the program should check for the presence/absence of auxiliary verbs, their correct 
choice, and correct location. In general, if the problem is a question, the auxiliary verb （main 
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verb if it is the‘be’verb） needs to come before the subject. The flag in this case would be, 
‘auxiliary verb correctly before subject in question’or‘‘be” verb correctly before subject in 
question’ if it is correct, and ‘auxiliary verb ［“be” verb］ not in front of subject in question’ 
if it is not. If it is not a question but the auxiliary verb is in front of the subject, flags would 
be set for those cases. If it is a negative sentence, the auxiliary verb should be after the subject 
and before‘not’（flag ‘auxiliary verb in correct place in negative sentence’）, as analyzed in 
check 4. If it is a regular afirmative sentence in present simple tense, there should be no 
auxiliary verb （flag‘understands that an auxiliary verb is not necessary in an afirmative 
present sentence’）. Finaly, the program would check for incorrect helper verbs and other 
words that should not be there, for easy display and later human analysis.
　　As the program is written and field tested, the outline above wil surely have to be 
modified and more detail added, both to correctly analyze as many cases as possible, and also 
to provide the maximum useful and easy to understand information to students and teachers 
who use it.
６．Conclusions and Ideas for the Next Step
　　The idea of being able to flexibly analyze and gather detailed data on students’mistakes 
to see where they do and don’t understand the interconnected rules of grammar is very 
attractive. Since a computer per student is not necessary, using the multiple-choice sheets and 
powerful optical reader capabilities of ZipGrade seemed to be a way to enter data to this end. 
However, after administering the test, it became clear that although many students could 
successfuly fil in the test, there are many ways for students to make mistakes in entering 
their answers, even though they are able to answer the question correctly （as evidenced by 
looking at their question sheet）, and in general, it is too much extra work for the students. 
　　A second problem is that of how to use a computer to analyze the data. Initialy I used a 
spreadsheet, but it was very dificult to build a spreadsheet to adequately analyze the 
students’work, and to help visualize common problems.
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　　Going forward, I propose that using a word processor, or something like Google forms, or 
even incorporating a program/web page with a ‘drag and drop’interface, would be a much 
more user friendly input method for the students. The use of the word box developed above 
would stil be useful to limit the number of possibilities somewhat, and the question designs 
can be kept as wel. Numbered blanks would no longer be necessary, nor would coding. 
Students could use their smartphones to do the test, or if possible, a computer with a keyboard 
would be the easiest. To help the teacher grade the answers and analyze the data, a computer 
program designed according to the above outline needs to be written. 
　　Thinking even farther, by using the diagnostic output to give feedback to the student and 
automaticaly select sentence types that the student doesn’t do wel with for further review, 
students wil be able to study by themselves in an eficient and efective fashion. This would 
combine learning with assessment. In this day and age of increased testing for assessment, it is 
necessary to combine learning with assessment where possible to make eficient use of limited 
class and homework time. The method of assessment described here wil be a useful step 
towards this purpose.
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